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Abstract: Controlling the morphology, orientation, and crystal phase of semiconductor nanowires 10 

is crucial for their future applications in nanodevices. In this work, zinc sulfide (ZnS) nanowires 11 

have been grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), using gold or gold-gallium 12 

alloys as catalyst. At first, basic studies on MOCVD growth regimes (mass-transport, zinc- or sulfur- 13 

rich conditions) have been carried out for ZnS thin films. Subsequently, the growth of ZnS nan-14 

owires was investigated, as a function of key parameters such as substrate temperature, S/Zn ratio, 15 

physical state and composition of the catalyst droplet, and supersaturation. A detailed analysis of 16 

the structural properties by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is given. Depending on the 17 

growth conditions, a variety of polytypes is observed: zinc-blende (3C), wurtzite (2H) as well as an 18 

uncommon 15R crystal phase. It is demonstrated that twinning superlattices, i.e. 3C structures with 19 

periodic twin defects, can be achieved by increasing the Ga concentration of the catalyst. These ex-20 

perimental results are discussed in the light of growth mechanisms reported for semiconductor nan-21 

owires. Hence, in this work, the control of ZnS nanowire structural properties appears as a case 22 

study for the better understanding of polytypism in semiconductor 1D nanostructures. 23 

Keywords: ZnS nanowires, MOCVD, polytypes, transmission electron microscopy 24 

 25 

1. Introduction 26 

The tremendous properties of semiconductor nanowires (SC NWs) open the field for 27 

advanced devices and new applications in electronics, optoelectronics, energy harvesting, 28 

batteries, sensors, or photocatalysis, inter alia [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Their fabrication is still the 29 

object of an intense research [8, 9]. Among the possible nanostructured materials which 30 

are expected to enter our daily life, II-VI semiconductors have demonstrated their huge 31 

potential. For the last two decades, zinc oxide (ZnO) has been probably the most studied 32 

II-VI compound, as it is particularly suitable for its fabrication of the nanometer scale, 33 

giving rise to a variety of nano-particles, -rods, -belts –tubes or –rings [10]. Selenide and 34 

telluride compounds, such as ZnTe, ZnSe, CdSe…, are promising building blocks for 35 

nanophotonics and light emission, including single-photon emission [11, 12]. Also belong-36 

ing to the II-VI family, zinc sulfide (ZnS) is an "old", well-known semiconductor used for 37 

a long time as luminescent material, pigment, infrared windows, X-ray and neutron de-38 

tectors. ZnS has a wide bandgap and commonly shows two polymorphs: zinc blende (ZB, 39 

cubic 3C, with Eg=3.72 eV), and wurtzite (WZ, hexagonal 2H, with Eg=3.77 eV). Actually 40 

ZnS, as bulk material, can form in a variety of crystallographic structures. This particular 41 

behavior is known as polytypism, and it is typical of other compounds such as SiC [13]. 42 

ZnS polytypes differ from each other only in the way Zn-S bilayers are stacked along the 43 

[111] –cubic or [0001] –hexagonal directions. Mardix has reported a long list of crystal 44 

structures in Ref. [14], all currently identified, with a number of layers in the elementary 45 
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stacking sequence up to 64. Interestingly, Engel et al [15] have calculated the total energies 46 

using the first principle pseudopotential approach for 3C, 2H, 4H, 6H, and 6L polytypes, 47 

and found that all these energies are very close in ZnS. Other simple calculations from 48 

cohesive energies [16, 17] lead to the same conclusion that different crystal phases should 49 

easily occur in this material. Indeed, this is in agreement with past experiments where 4H, 50 

12R, and 15R polytypes have been clearly identified [18]. In this context, growing ZnS in 51 

the nanowire form is expected to further enhance the probability to create original poly-52 

types. This is due to the unique and peculiar growth mechanism of SC NWs when a cata-53 

lyst particle is used to trigger the emergence of the 1D nanostructure (leading to either 54 

wire, ribbon, belt…). This catalyzed growth is called vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) or vapor-55 

solid-solid (VSS) depending on the physical state of the metal droplet, which is often gold. 56 

In such mechanism, monolayers (MLs, may include two sublayers of elements belonging 57 

to a single column of the periodic table, e.g. Zn and S, or Ga and As) are stacked along the 58 

[111] –cubic or [0001] –hexagonal direction after crystallization at the catalyst-nanowire 59 

interface.  60 

 61 

In the past, ZnS nanostructures have been synthesized using various techniques, 62 

mainly by vapor phase transport from high purity ZnS powder [19, 20], but also chemical 63 

vapor deposition (CVD) [21], laser ablation [22], and metalorganic chemical vapor deposi-64 

tion (MOCVD) [23]. Growth in solution has been also investigated, and recently, Liu et al 65 

have reported on solution-solid-solid ZnS NWs prepared at low temperature in the range 66 

120-200°C [24]. Many of the experiments have resulted in mixed and randomly aligned 1D 67 

nanowires and nanobelts. In order to achieve uniform and vertical arrays of nanowires, it 68 

appears crucial to accurately select the nature and the orientation of the substrate. GaAs 69 

(111)B oriented wafers were found to be very suitable for the MOCVD growth of vertical 70 

Ga-assisted ZnS NWs with length around 3-4 µm and diameter in the range 80-200 nm 71 

[23]. On the other hand, horizontal ZnS NWs have been produced following a surface-72 

guided growth on sapphire substrates with different orientations, namely C (0001), M (1-73 

100), and R (1-102) [25]. 74 

 75 

The structural properties and crystal phases of ZnS nanostructures have been inves-76 

tigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Like III-Vs [26, 27] and other II-VI sem-77 

iconductors [28], ZnS nanowires are most often grown along [111] direction with ZB struc-78 

ture, or along [0001] with WZ structure, and twins and stacking faults are commonly ob-79 

served perpendicular to the growth direction [29, 30]. However, regarding nanoribbons 80 

and nanobelts, i.e. flat nano-objects, they show WZ structure along [01-10] axis [31], and 81 

possibly with ZB inclusions [20]. In nanobelts, it has been observed that the interface be-82 

tween cubic and hexagonal segments (i.e. the stacking fault plane) is always parallel to 83 

the growth direction [19].  84 

In nanowires, twins can emerge periodically, as observed by Hao et al [20] in a ZB ZnS 85 

structure with a frequency every 7 to 9 Zn-S layers. Jiang et al [22] also described ordered 86 

stacking faults resulting in a polytype modulated nanostructure composed of 8H and 10H 87 

half-cells. Very recently, we reported on the identification of 15R polytype in VLS ZnS 88 

NWs grown on GaAs (111)B [17]. 89 

 90 

In this work, we investigated the catalyzed growth of ZnS NWs on GaAs (100), 91 

(111)A, and (111)B substrates, as well as on ZnS (buffer) pseudo-substrates, by using 92 

MOCVD. Beyond simply listing a variety of nanostructures, we aimed to give an original 93 

contribution and discussion on NWs growth mechanisms, control of crystal phase, and, 94 

more generally, on the understanding of polytypism in semiconductor nanowires. We 95 

first carried out basic studies on ZnS thin films to better know about MOCVD growth 96 

regimes and kinetics. Subsequently, we checked the formation of Au droplets on the dif-97 

ferent substrates, with and without ZnS buffer. Then, we carefully investigated the growth 98 
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parameters leading to the best quality of ZnS NWs in terms of vertical alignment, uni-99 

formity, and crystal phase. TEM experiments allowed us to unambiguously identify ZnS 100 

polytypic phases in nanowires: 3C, 2H, and 15R. Herein, the structural results are ana-101 

lyzed on the light of the literature in the field, and correlated with the growth conditions: 102 

substrate temperature, VI/II ratio, supersaturation, and physical state and composition of 103 

the droplet. We especially highlight twinning superlattices in zinc blende ZnS NWs. It is 104 

emphasized that our experimental results agree with theoretical work on III-V NWs 105 

growth. 106 

2. Materials and Methods 107 

ZnS thin films and nanowires were grown by MOCVD in a vertical reactor operating 108 

at atmospheric pressure. In our system, the reactor walls are water cooled at 20°C to lower 109 

parasitic reactions. The substrate holder, made of SiC-coated graphite, is heated by elec-110 

tromagnetic induction. The holder is inclined so that the sample surface makes an angle 111 

of 45° with respect to the gas flow direction.  112 

High purity diethylzinc (DEZn) and ditertiarybutylsulfide (DTBS), stored in stainless 113 

steel bubblers and maintained at 17°C, were used as the zinc and sulfur metalorganic 114 

(MO) precursors, respectively. Hydrogen was the carrier gas passing through the bubblers 115 

and allowing the dilution of the MO flows. In the reactor, the MO partial pressure above 116 

the substrate is controlled by the simple equation: 117 

 118 

𝑃𝑀𝑂 =
𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝(𝑀𝑂).𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥(𝑀𝑂)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥
  119 

 120 

where Pvap(MO) is the vapor pressure above the liquid MO, and Flux(MO) is the H2 flux 121 

entering the bubbler. The total flux in the reactor adds MOs as well as pure H2 dilution 122 

flows. 123 

For basic growth studies on ZnS thin films, we used standard GaAs (100) substrates. 124 

At first, after introduction in the reactor, substrates were deoxidized at 550 °C for 10 min 125 

under a flow of H2. This is a typical process used in MOCVD. Deoxidation at a tempera-126 

ture higher than 550 °C damaged the GaAs substrate. Two series of ZnS layers were made: 127 

i) varying growth temperatures in the range 320 - 570°C while maintaining constant DEZn 128 

and DTBS partial pressures at a fixed ratio RVI/II = 2, and ii) varying VI/II ratio between 0.6 129 

and 3.2 keeping growth temperature at 450°C. All of these samples underwent a 45-mi-130 

nute growing period. 131 

 132 

On another hand, ZnS nanowires were grown by introducing substrates coated with a 133 

gold layer. In that case, GaAs (100), (111)A, and (111)B substrates, as well as 134 

ZnS(buffer)/GaAs pseudo-substrates were used. For one experiment, GaP (111) was also 135 

tested. The thin Au films were deposited on the substrates using an Edwards Auto306 136 

thermal evaporator. The Au thickness was typically around 1 nm. The dewetting process 137 

leading to the formation of Au-droplets on the substrate surface was thus done in situ 138 

under hydrogen flow, typically at 500°C for 10 min. A list of all the grown samples, thin 139 

film and nanowires, is given in table 1 with their growth conditions. 140 

 141 

After growth, the nanostructures were observed using scanning electron microscopy 142 

(SEM, JEOL 7001F). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) enabled to determine the 143 

crystalline structure of the NWs, after scratching and spreading them on a TEM copper 144 

grid covered with a holey carbon film. The grid was inserted in a Zeiss Libra 200 MC 145 

TEM/STEM equipped with a monochromator and an in-column filter. The microscope 146 

was operated at 200 kV to achieve a lattice resolution below 1.5 Å in high resolution mode. 147 

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed using a Seifert diffractometer. 148 

 149 

 150 
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 151 

Table 1. Sample list, indicating growth conditions. 152 

 
Study Ref. of 

sample 

Tg  

(°C) 

PDEZn 

(Pa) 

PDTBS 

(Pa) 

VI/II ratio Substrate 

Thin films 

 TF1 320  15.6 2  

 TF2 360  15.6 2  

 TF3 390  15.6 2  

 TF4 420  15.6 2  

Temperature TF5 450  15.6 2  

 TF6 480  15.6 2  

 TF7 510 7.8 15.6 2 GaAs (100) 

 TF8 540  15.6 2  

_____ TF9 570  15.6 2  

 TF10 450  5.1 0.6  

 TF11 450  7.8 1  

VI/II ratio TF11 450  11.7 1.5  

 TF13 450  15.6 2  

 TF14 450  25 3.2  

Nanowires 

 NW1 450  15.6 2  

 NW2 500  15.6 2  

temperature NW3 525  15.6 2  

 NW4 550  15.6 2  

_____ NW5 575 7.8 15.6 2 GaAs (111)B 

 NW6 550  5.1 0.6  

VI/II ratio NW7 550  7.8 1  

 NW8 550  11.7 1.5  

_____ NW9 550  25 3.2  

Substrate NW10 550  15.6 2 GaAs (100) 

      and ZnS buffer 

Substrate NW11 550  15.6 2 GaAs (111)A 

      and ZnS buffer 

Substrate NW12 550  15.6 2 GaP (111) 

      and ZnS buffer 

High Vg NW13 550 12 24 2 GaAs (111)B 

Low Vg NW14 550 2 4 2 GaAs (111)B 

Ga feeding 

nanowires 

TMGa NW15 550 2 4 2 ZnS buffer 

4.5 Pa       

 153 

3. ZnS thin films: MOCVD basic studies 154 

In the past, we studied the thermal decomposition of the diethyl-Zn organometallic 155 

molecule, by using a quadrupole mass spectrometer coupled with an isothermal reactor. 156 

Experimental details and results are reported in reference [32]. Under hydrogen atmos-157 

phere, DEZn starts to decompose at 300°C, following a two-step homolytic fission. 158 

 159 

(C2H5)2Zn   =>   C2H5*Zn + C2H5*    160 

C2H5*Zn   =>   Zn + C2H5*    161 

2C2H5*   =>   C4H10     or     2C2H5*   =>   C2H6 + C2H4  162 

 163 
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The complete decomposition is achieved at 360°C. The activation energy is calculated 164 

around 51 kcal/mol. The recombination of ethyl radicals gives the hydrocarbons by-prod-165 

ucts, ethylene and ethane, which are desorbed from the surface and sent to the reactor 166 

exhaust. In the same way, the thermal decomposition of ditertiarybutyl-sulfide (C4H9-S-167 

C4H9) had been preliminary investigated (unpublished work). We found that DTBS alone 168 

decomposes between 500°C (onset) and 550°C (end). In the presence of a Zn-organome-169 

tallic, due to the co-pyrolysis effect [33], the decomposition was shifted toward low tem-170 

peratures, between 350 and 400°C. 171 

Hence, from the decomposition kinetics of the organometallics, we expect the opti-172 

mum temperature conditions for the MOCVD growth of ZnS to be in the range 400°-173 

500°C. 174 

3.1. MOCVD growth regimes  175 

A first series of samples was made at various growth temperatures between 320 to 176 

570°C (samples TF1-TF9, see table 1). In Figure 1a, the growth rate is plotted as a function 177 

of the substrate temperature, and we can identify three distinct growth regimes for 178 

MOCVD [34]: a) a kinetically limited regime between 320°C and 390°C, governed by sur-179 

face reactions; b) a mass transport regime in the range 400-510°C, where species diffuse 180 

through the boundary layer just above the substrate, and c) a re-evaporation regime, 181 

where adatoms desorb from the surface. The mass transport growth is characterized by 182 

high growth rates and a weak dependence on the substrate temperature. For semiconduc-183 

tor thin films, it is likely that the majority of MOCVD processes will take place in such a 184 

regime, where it is easier to control the growth rate. In the case of ZnS, 400-500°C appears 185 

as a suitable range, in agreement with the decomposition studies of DEZn and DTBS. 186 

 187 

Figure 1. Growth rate of ZnS thin films as a function of : a) substrate temperature, and b) DTBS 188 

partial pressure. 189 

The second series of ZnS thin films was fabricated to identify the MOCVD regimes 190 

for various precursor fluxes, similar to the temperature investigation. The sulfur partial 191 

pressure was changed between 5.1 and 25 Pa while the zinc partial pressure and temper-192 

ature remained constant at 7.8 Pa and 450 °C, respectively. Figure 1b depicts two growth 193 

regimes that emphasize the influence of sulfur precursor on the growth rate. In a first 194 

regime (low sulfur flows in the range between 5.1 and 11.7 Pa), the growth rate increases 195 

linearly with the sulfur flow, meaning that the growth proceeds under zinc-rich condi-196 

tions. The growth rate starts to saturate when the sulfur flux supply rises over 11.7 Pa 197 

(RVI/II = 1.5), and this is referred to as a sulfur-rich regime where now the zinc supply reg-198 

ulates the growth rate. Interestingly, it is noteworthy that the transition between Zn-rich 199 

and S-rich regimes does not correspond to a precursor ratio of 1. This indeed may depend 200 

on the decomposition rate of each organometallic source at a given temperature. For the 201 

subsequent development of ZnS NWs (1D growth), it is important to have identified such 202 

sulfur- and zinc-rich regimes. 203 
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In conclusion, basic studies on ZnS thin films growth enabled to identify mass-204 

transport regime and zinc- (sulfur-) rich conditions.  205 

3.2. X-ray diffraction analysis of ZnS buffer layers 206 

The crystalline properties of ZnS thin films were studied, with the aim to assess and 207 

optimize the quality of the ZnS buffer layer on which the gold catalyst droplet will lay, 208 

and hence will trigger the NW growth. Figure 2a gathers XRD measurements (-2 scans) 209 

of ZnS layers grown at different temperatures between 320 and 570 °C. In all spectra are 210 

seen the GaAs substrate diffraction peaks, namely (002) and (004), at 2 = 31.6° and 66°. 211 

For the lowest growth temperatures (from 320 to 390 °C), a rather broad peak observed at 212 

2 = 28.4° is attributed to ZnS (111) plane diffraction. It is clear that increasing the growth 213 

temperature above 400°C changes the film orientation, which turns to (001) plane. The 214 

intensity of the (002) diffraction at 2 = 33° increases with increasing the temperature up 215 

to 480 °C. In figure 2b, the variation of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ZnS 216 

(002) diffraction peak is plotted as a function of the growth temperature. We find a mini-217 

mum FWHM around 480 °C. Thus, XRD measurements indicate an improvement in crys-218 

tallization up to 500°C. Above 510°C, due to re-evaporation of the adsorbed species, the 219 

thickness strongly decreases and the comparison of crystal quality is not relevant. 220 

 221 

 222 
 223 

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction analysis of ZnS layers grown at various temperatures, from 320°C to 224 

570°C : a) -2 scans, b) -2 rocking curves, and c) full width at half-maximum and layer thickness 225 

plots, as a function of the growth temperature  226 

In the same way, we performed XRD measurements (not shown here) of the ZnS thin 227 

films grown at different sulfur partial pressure, between 5.1 and 25 Pa, at Tg = 450°C, and 228 

keeping constant PDEZn = 7.8 Pa. This enabled a variation of RVI/II in the range 0.6 – 3.2. The 229 

analysis led to an optimized VI/II ratio of around 2, i.e. in a sulfur-rich regime. Therefore, 230 

for the deposition of the ZnS buffer on GaAs and GaP substrates, we will set the growth 231 

temperature at 450°C (in the mass-transport regime), and RVI/II = 2 (corresponding to sul-232 

fur-rich conditions). 233 
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 235 

4. ZnS nanowires catalyzed growth 236 

After having studied MOCVD growth conditions for ZnS thin films, we now come 237 

to Au-catalyzed ZnS 1D nanostructures. In the following section, we will carefully inves-238 

tigate the droplet formation, and the growth parameters leading to arrays of ZnS NWs 239 

with the best verticality and uniformity. 240 

4.1. Au-droplet formation  241 

The VLS and VSS processes involve catalyst droplets on the substrate or pseudo-sub-242 

strate surface. In the following section, we investigate the formation of gold nanoparticles 243 

on GaAs (100), GaAs (111)B, and ZnS/GaAs (111)B. 244 

A thin Au layer of 1 nm is first deposited on the substrates. Subsequently, a dewetting 245 

process (annealing at high temperature) initiates the formation of nanoparticles favored 246 

by Ostwald ripening and island coalescence [35]. The dependence of nanoparticle size and 247 

distribution on the film thickness, annealing duration, and annealing temperature has 248 

been well studied in the past on different substrates [36, 37]. The size of gold nanoparticles 249 

is directly proportional to the thickness, annealing duration, and temperature, whereas 250 

the density is inversely proportional. However, the statistics of Au droplet on ZnS buffer 251 

are still to be drawn. Herein, the size distribution and the density of Au nanoparticles on 252 

different substrates were assessed after the analysis of SEM images and using ImageJ soft-253 

ware as illustrated in the figure 3. For GaAs (100), the nanoparticle diameter expands from 254 

3 to 48 nm with an average of 25 nm and a density of 350 particles/µm2 is calculated. On 255 

GaAs (111)B, the density is lower, 240 particles/µm2, and the range of nanoparticle size is 256 

broader, between 3 and 62 nm, but the average remains around 25 nm. On ZnS buffer 257 

layer, the dewetting process leads to quite different statistics, as the size distribution is 258 

measured between 3 – 32 nm (average 13 nm, i.e. half of the value on GaAs surface) with 259 

a higher density of 600 particles/µm2. Consequently, the mean size of nanoparticles on 260 

bare GaAs is larger compared to the one on ZnS surface. This is due to the interaction 261 

between the gold film and the substrate. Such interaction leads to the interdiffusion of Ga 262 

atoms from the substrate to the Au nanoparticles and produces Au-Ga alloyed nanopar-263 

ticles [38]. The phase of the alloyed catalyst is dependent on the composition of Ga present 264 

in the catalyst. Different metallic compounds have been identified and reported in the 265 

past, such as hexagonal 𝛽′Au7Ga2, and orthorhombic AuGa or Au2Ga [38, 39]. 266 

 267 

 268 

 269 

 270 

 271 

 272 

 273 

 274 

 275 

 276 
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 277 

Figure 3. SEM images and statistics of gold droplets deposited and dewetted on GaAs (100), GaAs 278 

(111)B, and ZnS/GaAs (111)B substrates. 279 

4.2. Growth parameter studies  280 

Substrate temperature, flux ratio, supersaturation, or buffer layer are the key param-281 

eters as regards the growth of III-Vs and II-VIs NWs. [40, 41]. Figure 4a gives the typical 282 

growth diagram, and figure 4b illustrates the emergence of a catalyzed nanowire, as the 283 

result of the competition between 2D growth on the substrate, 1D (axial) growth below 284 

the droplet (pure Au or Au-Ga alloy), and radial growth on the sides of the NW. NWs 285 

were grown after the gold dewetting process. In addition, a flow of trimethylgallium 286 

(TMGa) was possibly supplied for a short period of 1 min at the end of the temperature 287 

ramp (sample NW15, the use and role of TMGa will be explained in section 5.3). As men-288 

tioned in the state of the art, there are not so many papers dealing with Au-assisted ZnS 289 

NWs grown by MOCVD. Hereafter, we take this opportunity to carefully investigate the 290 

role of growth parameters.  291 

 292 

 293 

Figure 4. a) Typical growth diagram, note that the TMGa flux is only applied for sample NW15, and 294 

b) Schematic of NW growth, distinguishing axial, radial and 2D growths. 295 

The first step was to study the effect of temperature on the growth of ZnS NWs and 296 

a series of experiments was performed increasing the substrate temperature from 450 to 297 

575 °C. The growth duration was 3 minutes for all samples (S flow: 15.6 Pa, Zn flow: 7.8 298 

Pa and ratio RVI/II = 2, samples NW1 to NW5, see table 1). At the lowest temperature, 450 299 

°C, the growth produced a rough ZnS layer which entirely covered the catalyst, and hence 300 

no NWs were observed (not shown here). Figure 5 gathers 45°-tilted SEM images of sam-301 

ples prepared on GaAs (111)B at different temperatures : a) 500 °C, b) 525 °C, c) 550 °C 302 

and d) 575 °C. It appears that the growth of NWs just initiates at 500 °C but still forming 303 
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a rough layer with 3D objects on the surface (figure 5a). The increase of the temperature 304 

at 525 °C and 550 °C, figure 5b and 5c, reinforces the growth of vertical and more homo-305 

geneous NWs. The maximum length is around 2 µm, and diameter is in the range 10-50 306 

nm, even if it is challenging to accurately measure from SEM images. These latter give an 307 

idea of the presence and vertical alignment of the NWs, and TEM experiments will pro-308 

vide more information on droplet and NW diameters in the next section. Some NWs are 309 

nevertheless inclined, and 3D objects are still present on the surface. Further increase in 310 

the temperature, at 575 °C, yields rather long but disordered NWs and the density is lower 311 

(figure 5d). 312 

Interestingly, if one refers to the figure 1 presenting the three growth regimes for ZnS 313 

films, the emergence of ZnS NWs occurs in the re-evaporation regime. In the mass-314 

transport regime, the droplet is buried in the growing layer. This could be due to equiva-315 

lent axial and 2D growth rates (illustrated in figure 4b). In the re-evaporation regime, zinc 316 

and/or sulfur atoms desorb from the substrate surface, decreasing strongly the 2D rate. 317 

Then we can assume that, on the contrary, the diffusion of species in the catalyst-droplet 318 

is enhanced by the temperature, and this is why the axial growth rate increases. In a pre-319 

vious work on ZnO NWs growth, we have demonstrated the effect of the gold droplets, 320 

which efficiently catalyze the adsorption of the zinc precursor (DEZn) to initiate the 321 

growth of nanostructures [42]. Here we expect the same behavior for ZnS NWs; i.e. a pref-322 

erential adsorption and diffusion of the precursor species at the catalyst particle (Au or 323 

Au-Ga alloy) instead of their re-evaporation. Therefore, in such temperature conditions, 324 

the axial growth rate below the catalyst droplet is significantly higher than the 2D growth 325 

rate on the substrate, hence fostering the NW morphology (as shown in figure 4b). 326 

 327 

 328 

Figure 5. 45°-tilted SEM image of samples prepared on GaAs (111)B sustaining RVI/II = 2 at different 329 

temperatures : a) 500 °C, b) 525 °C, c) 550 °C and d) 575 °C. 330 

We continued with the study of VI/II ratio (RVI/II). Another series of samples was pre-331 

pared varying the precursor partial pressure ratio at 550°C, as this temperature was con-332 

sidered as the optimized one (see table 1, samples NW6 to NW9). The SEM images of the 333 

NWs grown on GaAs (111)B varying RVI/II are shown in Figure 6. Taking into account the 334 

preliminary study of ZnS layers in section 3.1, we remind that VI/II ratios of 0.6 and 1 335 

correspond to zinc-rich conditions, 1.5 is the equilibrium point, and 2 and 3.2 correspond 336 

to sulfur-rich growth. It is clear from the SEM images that zinc-rich regime (RVI/II = 0.6 and 337 

1, figure 6a and 6b) does not enable the growth of NWs, but rather leads to dots and 3D 338 

objects on the surface. An increase of the sulfur partial pressure initiates the 1D growth 339 
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(RVI/II = 1.5 in figure 6c), as short NWs are observed, with lengths up to a few hundreds of 340 

nanometers. Setting RVI/II = 2 (figure 6d) produces the best ZnS NWs. They are 1-2 µm long, 341 

and most are vertically aligned. Further increase in the sulfur flow (RVI/II = 3.2, figure 6e) 342 

leads to longer NWs, above 2 µm, but appears to disturb the vertical orientation. These 343 

results show that zinc-rich conditions (refer to figure 1) suppress the growth of NWs 344 

whereas sulfur-rich conditions yield long and vertical NWs, with an optimized VI/II ratio 345 

around 2. A similar influence of precursor ratios was observed for ZnTe NWs [41], and 346 

ZnSe NWS [43] grown by molecular beam epitaxy, i.e. an excess of group VI element is 347 

required. We have no explanation for that, especially since another group found the op-348 

posite behavior in ZnSe NWs [44], i.e. worm-like and kinked in selenium-rich conditions, 349 

but straight in zinc-rich. 350 

 351 

 352 

Figure 6. 45° tilted SEM images of ZnS NWs with various VI-II ratio a) 0.6, b) 1, c) 1.5, d) 2, and e) 353 

3.2. 354 

After optimization, NWs growth was also performed on a set of different surfaces, 355 

namely GaAs (100), GaAs (111)A, GaAs (111)B, GaP (111), and ZnS buffers deposited on 356 

such substrates. SEM images are gathered in figure 7. The growth on GaAs (100) and GaAs 357 

(111)A substrates resulted in randomly oriented ZnS NWs (figure 7a and 7c). The best 358 

uniform and vertical arrays of NWs were produced on GaAs (111)B surfaces, as shown in 359 

figure 7e, in agreement with experimental works reported in the literature. Introducing 360 

ZnS buffer leads to a mitigated effect concerning GaAs (100) and GaAs (111)A substrates, 361 

with no strong improvement in the quality of the NWs arrays as they still appear inclined 362 

(figures 7b and 7d). On ZnS(buffer)/GaAs (111)B pseudo-substrate, nanowires grow ver-363 

tically like in the case of bare GaAs(111)B, but noticeably, they are much thinner, and 364 

therefore are more difficult to observe using SEM (figure 7f). A few 1D nanostructures 365 

appear much broader at the base, and are possibly flat, like very elongated triangles. In 366 

this experimental work, GaP (111) surfaces were also tested. As ZnS is nearly lattice 367 

matched to GaP, it was interesting to study whether arrays of ZnS grown on ZnS 368 

(buffer)/GaP would show a strong improvement regarding uniformity and verticality. 369 

SEM images are given in figure 7g (bare GaP) and figure 7h (with ZnS buffer). Actually, 370 

the results on GaP (111) were found very similar to the case of GaAs (111)B, including 371 

TEM results and structural analysis of single NWs. Therefore, in the following sections, 372 

we will focus on NWs grown on GaAs (111)B and on ZnS (buffer)/GaAs(111)B. 373 

 374 
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 375 

Figure 7. 45° tilted SEM images of ZnS NWs grown on GaAs (100), GaAs (111)A, GaAs (111)B, GaP 376 

(111), and ZnS buffers. 377 

 378 

4.3. Au-droplet size and nanowire diameter  379 

To get a better idea of the NWs morphology, Figure 8 gathers high angle annular 380 

dark field (HAADF) scanning TEM (STEM) images taken on two representative samples 381 

grown on GaAs (111)B and ZnS (buffer)/GaAs(111)B. Different kinds of 1D nanostructures 382 

can be distinguished, with a bright catalyst droplet on their top. The most important pop-383 

ulation concerns long and straight nanowires, as indicated by the green arrows. At the tip, 384 

their diameter is more or less equal to the droplet, but it weakly increases going toward 385 
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the base of the nanowires, making them slightly tapered. The tapering angle is small, 386 

around 0.5°. Another family of 1D nanostructures presents a much wider base, and the 387 

tapering is more pronounced (1.2° in the case of the NW indicated by a blue arrow in 388 

figure 8a). Actually, such NWs could be flat and hence be nanoribbons [31]. Other ZnS 389 

nano-objects appear as worm-like structures (pink arrow), or kinked nanowires (orange 390 

arrow). 391 

 392 
 393 

 394 

Figure 8. STEM/HAADF image and droplet diameter statistics of ZnS NWs grown on: a) GaAs 395 

(111)B, and b) ZnS (buffer)/GaAs (111)B. 396 

In addition, we seized the opportunity to present statistics on the droplet diameter 397 

observed at the tip using TEM images. Two statistics are given in the figure 8, correspond-398 

ing to a collection of ~50 NWs whether grown on GaAs(111)B or ZnS (buffer)/GaAs (111)B. 399 

On bare GaAs (no buffer), the droplet diameter spans from 7 to 36 nm. The histogram 400 

actually shows two populations, one in the range 7-20 nm (average ~15 nm), and the other 401 
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in the range 20-36 nm (average ~28 nm). On ZnS (buffer)/GaAs (111)B, the droplet diam-402 

eter varies between 9 and 26 nm. Here the tendency of forming two populations is not as 403 

clear, and the mean size is ~16 nm. In both cases, the histograms are quite different from 404 

the ones presented in figure 3, before the NW growth (i.e. just after dewetting). Indeed, 405 

the parts corresponding to the largest droplets are absent in the new histograms, letting 406 

us infer that the small nanowires were preferred during the growth of ZnS NWs.  407 

5. Structural characterization by TEM and discussion of the growth mechanisms 408 

In this section we investigate by TEM the structural properties of the grown ZnS nan-409 

owires, focusing on the long and straight population.  410 

5.1. VLS versus VSS  411 

In a recent work, we compared the structural properties and crystal phases of ZnS 412 

NWs whether grown on bare GaAs (111)B substrate, or ZnS (buffer)/GaAs (111)B pseudo-413 

substrate [17]. To do so, we used transmission electron microscopy, and details are given 414 

in this article. On bare GaAs (111)B, due to the diffusion of Ga into Au particles during 415 

dewetting, the catalyst droplets are expected to be in the liquid state during the growth of 416 

ZnS NWs (at 500-550°C), so that the mechanism will follow the vapor-liquid-solid mode. 417 

On the other hand, the use of ZnS buffer inhibits the diffusion of Ga from the substrate 418 

and pure Au-droplets are formed after dewetting. In that case, the growth mechanism will 419 

be vapor-solid-solid, as it will involve a solid droplet (gold melting point at 1064°C).  420 

 421 

Figure 9 illustrates the TEM analysis of VLS ZnS NWs (i.e. without buffer). Remark-422 

ably, we have identified large 15R segments of ZnS. Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) pattern 423 

and selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern attest for the 15R crystal structure 424 

(figure 9b and 9c). In this polytype, the repeated sequence corresponds to ABCBA-425 

CABAC-BCACB planes, and it can be confirmed by superimposing a 15R model on the 426 

Fourier filtered image of nanowire as shown in Figure 9d. 427 

 428 

 429 

Figure 9. a) HRTEM image of the nanowire, b) the related FFT pattern, c) SAED pattern from a single 430 

NW d) Fourier filtered image superposed with the 15R structure model and the respective stacking 431 

sequence ABCBA–CABAC–BCACB. Figures a, b and d are reprinted by permission from Springer 432 

Nature, Nano Research 2021 [17]. 433 
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Let us explain the formation of polytypes in ZnS NWs, and more generally, in semi-434 

conductor NWs. Along the [111] or [0001] direction, a ML can be seen as a cubic or a hex-435 

agonal plane, in our case depending on the orientation of the Zn-S bonds not normal to 436 

the growing plane. This is illustrated in figure 10. A newly deposited layer will be called 437 

'c' if such Zn-S bonds are parallel to the corresponding ones of the previously stacked 438 

layer. It will be called 'h' if not parallel. In ZnS, the very low experimental stacking fault 439 

energy, less than 6 mJ/m2 (45 mJ/m2 in GaAs) [45], allows for an easy switch from forming 440 

a new hexagonal h layer or forming a new cubic c layer. Actually, this just corresponds to 441 

an in-plane rotation of 60°. Stacking c planes leads to the ABCABC cubic structure, while 442 

stacking h planes generates ABAB hexagonal phase. When periodic sequences of c and h 443 

layers are deposited, this gives rise to high order polytypes. As an example, repeated se-444 

quence chch leads to the 4H crystal phase. For 15R, the repeated stacking sequence is hcchc–445 

hcchc–hcchc.  446 

 447 

 448 

Figure 10. Notation of the planes with respect to the direction of the Zn-S bond not parallel to the 449 

growth direction: the stacking gives either hexagonal h or cubic c planes. 450 

Regarding VSS ZnS NWs (i.e. with buffer), the situation is quite different. A TEM 451 

analysis on VSS ZnS NWs fabricated in the same MOCVD run (with VLS ZnS NWs ana-452 

lyzed in Figure 9) but grown via solid Au droplets can be found in ref. [17]. Pure WZ and 453 

ZB domains are revealed, and they frequently switch between these two structures. 454 

 455 

5.2. Controlling crystal phases: the key role of supersaturation  456 

In semiconductor NWs, random stacking faults and uncontrolled polytypism are 457 

commonly observed. These defects have an adverse effect on the optical and electrical 458 

properties, lowering the quantum efficiency, carrier lifespan, and mobility of carriers. 459 

Therefore, it is crucial to explore all growth conditions to achieve and control the best 460 

crystal quality.  461 

In this section, we pursue the idea that supersaturation in the catalyst droplet plays 462 

a major role and gives an explanation behind the formation of polytypes in SC nanowires: 463 

the WZ phase occurs at high supersaturation while ZB occurs at the beginning of the 464 

growth when supersaturation stays low [46,47].  465 

Herein the MOCVD process, we controlled the supersaturation through the variation 466 

of Zn and S fluxes. We could reduce Zn and S partial pressures by four times compared 467 

to the reference samples and hence allowed NWs to grow in minimum supersaturation 468 

conditions. Below these partial pressures, no homogenous deposition was observed on 469 
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the samples. On the other hand, we could increase the precursor fluxes by 1.5 times (reach-470 

ing the maximum flow allowed by the DTBS mass-flow controller) with the aim of impos-471 

ing higher supersaturation. We thus assume that varying precursor partial pressures lead 472 

to a modulation of the supersaturation in the catalyst particle. This assumption seems rel-473 

evant in the case of a liquid droplet, where elements would diffuse.  474 

 475 

We performed TEM experiments on several NWs grown with higher supersaturation 476 

(see conditions of sample NW13 in table 1). The bright-field (BF) TEM image of a single 477 

NW is illustrated in Figure 11a. The NW has a conical tapered shape. The diameter is 10 478 

nm just below the droplet and 25 nm at the bottom, suggesting a significant lateral growth 479 

rate. In figure 11b, we present the high resolution (HR) TEM image of the NW. Remarka-480 

bly, the NW is defect-free and exhibits a pure WZ structure. The SAED pattern in Figure 481 

11c confirms the pure WZ phase. Hence, an increase in the Zn and S fluxes has changed 482 

the crystal phase from 15R to WZ.  483 

 484 

 485 

Figure 11. a) bright-field TEM image of ZnS NWs (high supersaturation), b) the HRTEM image of 486 

NW revealing a pure WZ phase, c) SAED pattern of the NW presenting WZ-like footprint. 487 

In the next experiment, ZnS NWs were grown at a lower growth rate (sample NW14) 488 

by decreasing the fluxes of Zn and S precursors, four times less than the reference sample. 489 

The structural properties and crystal phase were again studied using bright field, diffrac-490 

tion, and HRTEM. The bright-field TEM image of a single NW taken in <010> zone axis is 491 

shown in Figure 12a. The catalyst droplet can be clearly seen at the top with a darker 492 

spherical contrast. The NW diameter just below the catalyst is 45 nm and 50 nm at the 493 

bottom making it almost a perfect cylindrical NW. This small difference in diameter im-494 

plies a decrease in the lateral growth using a low growth rate, compared to the cases of 495 

both reference and high Zn-S fluxes samples. 496 

 497 
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 498 

Figure 12. a) Bright-field TEM image of a single NW grown with lower supersaturation, b) HRTEM 499 

image of NW revealing a 15R phase, and c) SAED pattern of the NW shows a 15R footprint. 500 

In figure 12b, the HRTEM image provides visuals of a 15R crystal phase stacking. The 501 

diffraction image in figure 12c confirms the typical diffraction pattern of a 15R structure 502 

observed before for the reference sample. Additionally, the 15R would have an improved 503 

tendency at low growth rate, as it appears to dominate with less stacking faults. 504 

 505 

Let us now discuss these results in the light of previously reported theoretical works. 506 

In particular, Johansson et al [47] calculated and plotted the formation probabilities of 507 

GaAs and InP polytypes as a function of supersaturation (µ) in the catalyst droplet, in 508 

the framework of classical nucleation theory and anisotropic next nearest neighbor Ising 509 

(ANNNI) model. In the graph reproduced in figure 13a for InP NWs, three domains are 510 

defined. At low µ, the cubic phase 3C is predicted, with 100% probability. At high µ, 511 

the hexagonal structure 2H is expected with the highest probability. In between, and de-512 

pending on the interaction between the forming nucleus and the previously grown layers 513 

(namely the Ji parameters of the ANNNI model), a window of supersaturation opens for 514 

the occurrence of high order polytypes (HOP) such as 4H and 6H. Even though the theo-515 

retical work was done for III-V compounds, we can expect the same tendency for ZnS. 516 

Hence, in figure 13b, an illustration of the supersaturation effect on polytype formation 517 

probability is proposed, where the grey, blue, and red stars correspond to our ZnS NWs 518 

experiments with various growth rates. Interestingly, our TEM observations above show 519 

that we turned the crystal phase of ZnS NWs from 15R to 2H by increasing supersatura-520 

tion, thus in full agreement with these theoretical predictions. This is illustrated by the 521 

blue and red stars. We notice that a relatively small increase in the growth rate (by 1.5) 522 

has brought a pure WZ phase, so that the reference 15R sample may have been at the 523 

upper limit of the HOP window. In the case of our ZnS NWs grown with lower supersat-524 

uration, we were expecting a possible ZB crystal phase, which would indeed follow the 525 

predicted tendency. This is not the case, as the 15R phase is still found (see the grey star 526 

in figure 13b). One explanation could be that the HOP window is much larger for ZnS 527 

and/or the 3C domain is much reduced for ZnS as compared to InP or GaAs. This can be 528 

understood by the large difference in stacking fault energy between these materials, as 529 

mentioned in section 5.1., so that in ZnS the occurrence of high order polytypes and 2H 530 

crystal phase is favored at the expense of the cubic structure. 531 

 532 
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 533 

Figure 13. Polytype formation probability as a function a supersaturation in InP NWs, reprinted 534 

with permission from {Johansson, J.; Zanolli, Z.; Dick, K. A. Polytype attainability in III–Vsemi-535 

conductor nanowires. Cryst. Growth Des. 2016, 16, 371–379}. Copyright {2016}, American Chemi-536 

cal Society, and b) Illustration of supersaturation effect on polytype formation probability in ZnS 537 

NWs. The gray, blue, and red stars correspond to ZnS NWs experiments with various growth rates. 538 

 539 

5.3. Twinning superlattice highlight in ZnS NWs  540 

In section 5.1. we underlined how the state and composition of the catalyst particle 541 

may change the growth mechanism and consequently the crystal phase of the growing 542 

NW. Indeed, theoretical models have demonstrated how the surface energy and contact 543 

angle of the droplet impact the nucleation of hexagonal or cubic planes, leading to a pos-544 

sible control of the phase, between ZB and WZ [48]. Herein, we aimed to increase the Ga 545 

content in the catalyst. Actually, this can be easily done and controlled by exposing the 546 

Au-particles to a trimethylgallium (TMGa) flux after dewetting. Hence, in the MOCVD 547 

reactor, it is possible to intentionally "feed" the droplet with Ga atoms, before growing the 548 

ZnS NWs.  549 

We performed the following growth experiment. A GaAs (111)B substrate with ZnS 550 

buffer and 0.1 nm Au-deposition was introduced into the reactor. During the temperature 551 

elevation, between 450 and 500°C, a 1 sccm TMGa flow (corresponding to a partial pres-552 

sure of 4.5 Pa) was supplied to allow Ga diffusion into the Au droplets. The TMGa flow 553 

was stopped before a purge time of 30 sec. Then, the dewetting was done at 500°C for 10 554 

min. The DEZn and DTBS flows were sent afterward to initiate the nanowire growth. Zn 555 

and S partial pressures were 2 and 4 Pa, respectively, corresponding to low growth rate 556 

conditions (see table 1, NW15, and figure 4a). A SEM image of the sample is given in figure 557 

14. We found very particular NWs, vertically well-aligned, exhibiting a big droplet on 558 

their top, and quasi-periodic micro-facets on their lateral surfaces.  559 

 560 
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 561 

Figure 14. SEM images of ZnS NWs on ZnS (buffer)/GaAs (111)B, using "Ga-fed" Au-droplets. 562 

To go further, we performed a preliminary structural analysis using TEM. The bright 563 

field-image of a single NW is shown in figure 15a. The catalyst droplet can be seen at the 564 

top of the NW. The diameter of the NW is around 140 nm and a zigzag faceted structure 565 

can be seen on the sidewalls. The related SAED pattern is given in figure 15b. The diffrac-566 

tion pattern of the whole NW shows a symmetry that suggests the presence of twinning. 567 

The NW would be periodically twinned, made of an alternating structure involving the 568 

two possible orientations of ZB structure (refer to figure 10). To confirm that, we selected 569 

two different spots related to each orientation (see orange and green circles in figure 15c), 570 

and perform dark field (DF) images. These DF images are shown in figure 15d and 15e. It 571 

is clear that the contrast comes from different orientations. Indeed, if we select the diffrac-572 

tion spot #1 (in green) we see bright segments related to this orientation in figure 15d, and, 573 

on the other hand, the selection of spot #2 (in orange) gives bright zones corresponding to 574 

the other orientation (figure 15e). In figure 15f, the composite image alternates green and 575 

orange segments and clearly illustrates the zig-zag structure. The period is here ~40 nm. 576 

 577 

 578 

 579 

Figure 15. a) bright-field TEM image of a single NW; b) selective area electron diffraction pattern of 580 

the NW indicating a ZB twinning symmetry, c) marked diffraction twinning spots with green and 581 

orange circles; d) dark field (DF) image with spot #1 (green) highlighting segments from one ZB 582 

orientation; e) DF image created from spot #2 (orange) highlighting segments from the other ZB 583 

orientation; f) composite DF image made of ZB segments with two different orientations marked in 584 

green and orange. 585 
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 586 

In recent years, the twinning superlattices, i.e. the formation of periodic rotational 587 

twins, have been introduced intentionally, or unknowingly in a number of III-V (InP [49], 588 

InAs [50], and GaAs [51]), II-VI (ZnS [20], ZnSe [52]), and IV-IV (SiC [53]) semiconductor nan-589 

owires. Apart from providing fundamental insight into the growth process, periodic twin-590 

ning was anticipated for bandgap engineering and the generation of direct intersubband 591 

optical transitions, increased mechanical strength, and phonon engineering. A twinning 592 

superlattice is predicted to induce a direct bandgap in semiconductors that are normally 593 

indirect, such as silicon and gallium phosphide. However, controlling and maintaining 594 

periodic rotational twins in the NW structure is challenging. 595 

Recent studies on III-V semiconductor nanowires have revealed periodic zinc-blende 596 

twins, which are typically created as a result of a high dopant concentration (Zn, Te, or 597 

Be) in the nanowire structure [49,51,54]. For example, Algra et al. commonly observed WZ 598 

phase in undoped InP NWs grown by MOCVD, but the addition of DEZn in the gas phase, 599 

used for p-type doping, resulted in the formation of a ZB crystal structure which was pe-600 

riodically twinned [49]. On the base of a nucleation model, they argued for a strong relation 601 

between the Zn atoms and the InP growth interface, leading to a decrease of the liquid-602 

solid (LS) step energy for a ZB nucleus, compared to the WZ case. Interestingly, they 603 

demonstrated how the cross-sectional shape of the growing NW, constantly evolving 604 

from hexagonal to triangular and vice versa due to (111)A and (111)B side facets inclined 605 

in an opposite way, induces the periodic distortion of the catalyst droplet (to be relaxed 606 

via a twin creation), and hence explains the formation of a twinning superlattice.  607 

However, some experimental works produced TSL without dopant [50,53]. For in-608 

stance, in InAs NWs, Caroff et al. showed a dependence of the crystal structure on diam-609 

eter, as well as on growth temperature. For small nanowires (<40 nm) they reported WZ 610 

structure with appearance of few stacking faults. With further increase in the diameter, 611 

they observed an increase of the stacking faults density, and inclusions of small ZB seg-612 

ments. For large diameters (>100 nm) they found out InAs coherent twin-plane superlat-613 

tices. 614 

In our case of ZnS 1D nanostructures, TSL are achieved by increasing the Ga compo-615 

sition of the droplet. We reported that Au2-Ga catalyst particles promote the VLS for-616 

mation of the 15R crystal phase [17, NWs described in section 5.1.), which means 33% Ga, 617 

corresponding to the eutectic composition. Considering the large size of Ga fed droplets, 618 

we expect their Ga content to be much higher. Such difference in the droplet composition 619 

would have a significant effect on the droplet contact angle, interface energy between 620 

droplet and NW (liquid-solid, LS), and interface energy between droplet and vapor (liq-621 

uid-vapor, LV). In the reported nucleation models [46], this variation of the catalyst com-622 

position has a strong impact and may favor the formation of ZB polytypes. Then, if we 623 

assume that (111)A and (111)B side facets are favored and kept as long as the distortion of 624 

the Ga-rich droplet allows it, a periodically twinned ZB structure would grow following 625 

the mechanism described above for III-Vs. 626 

ZnS TSL have also been reported without additional doping. As mentioned in the 627 

introduction, Hao et al [20] achieved ZB periodic structures, however with a very short 628 

period of a few nanometers. To the best of our knowledge, our ZnS TSL are the first 629 

achieved ones with a large period of 40 nm. Actually, achieving ZB phase perfection in 630 

ZnS NWs is pretty rare in the literature, and we discussed in the previous section that the 631 

small stacking fault energy would favor hexagonal phase or other polytypes. The scarcity 632 

of long pure ZB segments in ZnS NWs explains itself the difficulties to achieve it. Inter-633 

estingly, our results are in agreement with the work of Liang et al [23]. They used pure Ga 634 

as a catalyst on GaAs (111)B substrates to obtain vertical arrays of ZnS NWs (exhibiting 635 

diameters >100 nm) and reached a ZB structure with frequent inclusions of stacking faults, 636 

nevertheless not showing periodicity. 637 

 638 
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6. Conclusions 639 

In conclusion, a comprehensive investigation has been conducted on the catalyzed 640 

growth of ZnS nanowires by using MOCVD. After conducting a preliminary study on 641 

thin film growth to identify the different MOCVD growth regimes, it was found that the 642 

nanowires emerge in the re-evaporation regime (550°C) and under sulfur-rich conditions 643 

(S/Zn ratio of 2). GaAs (111)B substrates are confirmed to give the best arrays of NWs, in 644 

terms of verticality and uniformity, in agreement with the literature. From TEM experi-645 

ments on single NWs, we identified the occurrence of different polytypes, depending on 646 

the growth conditions. Based on our previous work, we recalled that catalyzed growth in 647 

the VSS conditions involving a pure solid Au-droplet leads to a mixed WZ(dominant)-ZB 648 

structure, while in VLS conditions (liquid Au-Ga droplet), an original 15R high order pol-649 

ytype is observed. From that starting point, the partial pressure of precursor was varied 650 

in the MOCVD reactor, and supersaturation is demonstrated to play an important role on 651 

the crystal phase selection, as it transforms the structure from 15R (high order polytype) 652 

to 2H (hexagonal phase). The growth mechanisms are discussed and understood on the 653 

light of published works on III-V NWs, and our experimental findings agree with theo-654 

retical models. Hence, it is suggested that further calculations taking into account the spe-655 

cific properties of ZnS, such as its low stacking fault energy, would be worth performing. 656 

Finally, another remarkable structure, a twinning superlattice made of zinc-blende seg-657 

ments of a few tens of nanometers sandwiched between twin boundaries, was achieved 658 

by increasing the Ga composition of the Au-Ga alloy catalyst. Indeed, the richness and the 659 

variety of the crystal phases attainable in ZnS, as well as the easy fabrication in the 660 

nanostructured form, make this material particularly interesting for the study and the 661 

general comprehension of polytypism in semiconductor nanowires.  662 
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